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I think 1 was in my early teens when 1 was first exposed to
,
'
d
uliar ideas of the observer of the human
the works, vlewpomts an pec h
h my father's vast amusement
c ondition. That exposure was t I ro~!ws At the time I enjoyed the
a bout the accuracy of, the dau~horl~:e li~e s but did not' have any real
rhyme and meter, ,I ~nJoye h t e ~d "perspicacity" is a word I like, but
a wareness of the insIght, t e wo . d e ebrows and comments about
one which whenever us~d ,dra w.~ ralse / word and it is very accurate
ten-dollar words. Yet It IS qUI e a g oo
, '
N h
about the ideas, insights and views of Frederic Ogden as.
Ogden Nash, he never used his first name, lite:ari~y, was
born on August 19, 1902, in Rye, New York. He was m.arrl~d In 19:31
and had two children Linell and Isabel. He was marned In 1931 to
Francls Rider Leonar'd, attended Ha rvard University from 1920, ~o
1921 and lived in Baltimore, Maryla nd, throughout his very proltflc
life .
H e started out as a bond salesman, worked in the copy
departrnent of an advertising agency, both on Wall Street, and in the
editorial department of Doubleday, Doran &: Company in 1925. With
the ad agency, he wrote streetcar ads and after that worked for a
short time on the editorial staff of the ew Yorker magazine. A
magazine to which he would often contribute his poems or perhaps
more accurately his works. Through his works and literary life, and I
want to stress literary life, he not only wrote, but also appeared as a
guest on such radio shows as "Infor mation Please," appeared on the
Bing Crosby Show and also with Rudy Valley. He was a member of
t he National Insti tute of Arts and Letters.
It is this last part of his biography that r want to dwell.
To many of us, Ogden Nash is reme mbe red as a humorous verse
maker, he was indeed a hu morous verse make r. To many of us, he
.... as clever and outrageous in his use of rhymes that did not rhyme,
Ju t yet somehow did. And he was that also . To many of us his askew
~,e w was whimsical and wonderful and cast a light of understanding
: theretofore a view we might have had. And he did, in fact, do
,.~-! <1150 . But what the casual, occasional magazine reader may not
Ie picked up was that Mr. Nash was a very, very literate man. His
rea th of references and literary allusions is staggering. He was
.'1deed a man of letters.
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Yet somehow he managed to obscure this. In the obituary
by Albin Krehs, first page, New York Times, May 20,1971, Mr. Krebs
quotes Nash as saying that he will probably be best remembered "if at
all" for the now classic "Reflections of Ice Breaking," to wit:
Candy
Is dandy
But liquor
Is quicker.
In reality, and the housekeeping needs to be done as a
background, Ogden Nash had a prodigious output. A lady by the name
of Lavern B. Axford compiled an index to the poems of Ogden Nash,
cleverly titled, "An Index to the Poems of Ogden Nash." It is a
certified reference work and fascinating in itself. I do not really
understund how one with the obvious intellectual and administrative
skills that this person has and the imagination and perception of the
works which she has had the patience to do this kind of work. But
thank heaven for such people or else such people as I would never be
able to find anything. Anyway, the point is that after four page~, and
they dre eight and a half by eleven, listing of books and periodicals,
in which he had published or which volumes were entirely his; she
then lists, single spaced, the titles to his poems. Now bear in mind
these are his poems, not his plays or his short stories or articles; just
his poems. One hundred thirty-nine paeP.~ of titles: albeit a few
cross references, but very few. I read the list, and it adds to the
foundation I wish to make throughout this paper. There is catholicity
of his reading and writing, which I call literary.
Inasmuch as I will focus on his versp., nnd he preferred to
address his work as verse rather than poetry. I should mention his
other forms of literary works. There were musicals, plays, short
stories, introductions. 1 will not go through a long tist, but 1 do think
it of some moment to recite a sample.
With Joseph Alger, "Cr icket and the Candor," 1925; with
Christopher Morley and Cleon Throckmorton, "Born in a Beer Garden,
or She Troupes to Conquer" (now in the rare book department in the
Cincinnati library); "Hard Lines," editor P. G. Wodehouse; "Four
Prominent So and So's," music by Robert Armbrewster, Ogden Nash;
"Ogden Nash's Musical Zoo," music by Vladimire Dukelsky; short
stories selected and introduced by Ogden Nash t "One Touch of
Venus," 1943 for off Broadway production; "The Littlest Review," a
TV show adaptation of Otto A. Harbach's, "The Firefly" screenplay
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with George Oppenheimer and Edmund L. Hartmann; "The Feminine
Touch" 1941 New Verses to St. Sans' "Carnival of the Animals"
narra;ed by N'owel Coward; verses for Prokofics' "Peter and the Wolf"
a nd Nukas's "The Sorcerer's Apprentice."
His spectrum was unlimited. Still it seems to me to be in
several categories.
There are the works related to works by
predecessors such as "The Indignant Owl" by Edward Lear.
The Owl and the Pussy-Cat
The Owl and the Pussy-cat went to sea
In a beautiful pea-green boat,
They took some honey, and plenty of money,
Wrapped up in a five-pound note.
The Owl looked up to the stars above,
And sang to a small guitar,
"0 lovely Pussy! 0 Pussy, my love,
What a beautiful Pussy you are,
You are,
You are!
What a beautiful Pussy you are!"
Pussy said to the Owl, "You elegant fowl!
How charmingly sweet you sing!
o let us be married! too long we have tarried:
But what shall we do for a rIng?"
They sailed away, for a year and a day,
To the land where the Bong-tree grows
And there in a wood a Piggy-wig stood
With a ~ing at the end of his nose,
HIS nose,
His nose,
With a ring at the end of his nose.
"Dear Pig, are you willing to sell for one shilling
Your ring?" Said the Piggy, "I will."
So they took it away, and were married next day
By the Turkey who lives on the hill.
They din~d on mince, and slices of quince,
WhlCh they ate with a runcible spoon;
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And hand in hand, on the edge of the sand,
They danced by the light of the moon,
The moon,
The moon,
They danced by the light of the moon.
To which Ogden Nash writes about
The Indignant Owl
My dear Mr. Lear, oh my dear Mr. Lear,
The moment has come for a flea in your ear.
I have heard your unflattering sequel to Homer
In which I'm described as a amorous roamer,
The mos t lubberly bubble-head skipper afloat
With a faute de mew crew in a honey-smeared boat
In which, to top off your fanta stic narration,
You badly accuse me of miscegenation.
In forest or meadow or green arbo retum
Pussycats I don't woo, sir, preferring to eatum.
I'm an owl, I'm an owl, I am ominous-eyed,
I'm Athena's preceptor, the Parthenon's pride.
I am old, I am wise, and I slay when I swoop,
I c ould rake off your beard in one iron-clawed swoop.
You were known as a great ornithologist once;
As an owl man you're proven a runcible dunce.
Your effusion has filled me with cold collywobble s;
P lease return, Mr. Lear, to your Jumblies and Pobbles.
Nash, ever alert to the viscidities of the contemporary
life and the foibles of our society could take a kindly pot shot while
making it contemporary, retrospective, sociable, religious, political,
transcontinental and insightful. To wit: the first verse of the Engli sh
tradit ional ballad
D'ye Ken John Peel
D'ye ken John Peel with his coat so gay? D'ye ken John
Peel at the break 0' the day, D'ye ken John Peel when
he's far, far away With his hounds and his horn in the
morning? For the sound of his horn brought me from my
bed, And the cry of hounds whi ch he oft times led: Oh
Peel's view hal-Ioo! would a wa ken the dead, or the
fox from his lair in the morning.
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To which Nash replied by his poem, "John Peel, Shake
Hands with 37 Mamas." The reference is to a New York Times
article in which the following is found:
John Peel, Shake Hands With 37 Mamas
..• A t the cathedral, the debutantes .•. were
escorted up the aisle ..• to where the Right
Rev. James P. DeWolfe was enthroned on the
bishop's chair before the al tar. Each girl
received a medallion and a bl~ssing from
Bishop DeWolfe who was enthroned on the
Bishop's chair before the altar.
Each girl
received a medallion and a blessing from
Bishop De Wolf.
Oh, blithe it is to bless the hounds
Before the hunt begins,
That they may blood the wicked fox
Unshriven of his sins.
What will avail his wily ways,
His heathenish heroics,
Against such Anglican battle hymns
As "Tallyho!" and "Yoicks!"?
No more his magic bag of tricks
Shall serve the crafty stunter;
His mask and brush this day shall prove
That God is with the hunter.
So let us start a sterner chase
Before momentum ebbs;
If bishops bless a pack of hounds,
Why not a pack of debs?
Thus Heav'n's good willis now invoked
For maiden, not for bachelor;
Small wonder that he feels depressed
As tongue beneath the spatula.

Small wonder that his blood runs chill
As maids receive the venison,
For he, today a running stag,
Tomorrow may be venison.
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At each soprano "View halloo!"
His plans grow cold and damp;
In vain he doubles on his tracks
To club or fishing camp.
The pack is snapping at his heels
In virginal battalions;
No ruse or stratagem can pr~vail
'Gainst blessings and medallions.
Behold Diana's trophy room,
As warm with little nippers.
Beneath the fox's brush and mask
We find a pipe and slippers.
A pervasive and consistent theme of Ogden Nash's view of
the world is that of amused, bemused and no nonsense. That is, while
nonsensical in his use of language that very nonsense is an amused,
bemused view of the sententious and self-aggrandizement. He is
always serious about nonsense. For instance, we come to Robert
Louis Stevenson's "Shadow."
Shadow
I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,
And wha t can be the use of him is more than I can see.
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head;
And I see him jump before me, when I jump into my bed.

The funniest thing about hirn is the way he likes to grow
Not at all like proper children, which is alwa~s very slow.
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an Indla-rubber
ball,
,
f h'
And he sometirnes gets so little that there s none 0 nn
at all.
H hasn't got a notion of how children ought to play,
A~d can only make a fool of me in every sort of way •.
he's a coward you can see,
'd
He stays so close b e~l e me"
that shadow sticks
I'd think shame to stIck to nu rSle as
to me!
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One morning, very early, before the sun was up,
I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup;
But my lazy little shadow, like an arrant sleepy-he~d,
Had stayed at home behind me and was fast asleep in bed.
To which Nash responds with this marvelous little snippet,

My Daddy
I have a funny daddy

Who goes in and out with me,
And everything that baby does
My daddy's sure to see,
And everything that baby says
My daddy's sure to tell.
You must have read my daddy's verse.
I hope he fries in hell.
Making lists is not the fundamental part of a paper.
Nevertheless, a few more references may be of note. Other titles
with literary references and these are simply titles and not
references that are throughout all of his work.
Portrait of the Artists as a Prematurely Old Man
I will arise and go now.
The child is father of the man.
This is my own my native tongue.
All's Brillig in Tin Pan Alley.
Rapunzal, Rapunzal, let's let down our hair.
Very like a whale.
Alergy in a country churchyard
Tweedledee and Tweedeldoom
How many miles to Babylon
The Spoon Ran Away with the Dish
All Quiet on the Patomic
Hark Hark the Larks to Bark
If a Boder Meet a Boder Need a Boder, Yes.
The Stilly Night! A Soporific Reflection
I wonder What they Brought From Ghent and Aix
These, of course, are titles and not a comprehensive list
at that. The allusions in the body of his work are more numerous
than I am really able to tabulate. That is, I am aware of many of the
references yet have not read all of the original sources. The point is
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that his writing covers so many subjects that there is something there
for anyone who wishes to avail himself of it.
Another category which I particularly like are his poems
including lists. I realize that Jist making is an ancient art and one
with which many have disguised their lack of talent in the name of
scholarship. However, when Nash sets his hand to it the result is
original. By that I mean that the result is new, a creation. It is as
though if the names were not real they should be. It is that if the
actual facts had not occurred, they should have. His achievement is
an original creation of what, in retrospect, happened or, in other
words, what was that none of the contemporary observers recognized.
It is conventional to be retrospectively wise. Nash never succumbs to
this conventionality nor ease.
His is always an independent
observation, always an independent creation. His work comes from
his mind, his heart, his view and his muse. His muse achieves the
e~sence of the subject.
A superb example is "A B C of Baseball
Immortals" or "Line Up for Yesterday."
A is for Alex,
The great Alexander;
More goose eggs he pitched
Than a popular gander.
B is for Bresnahan
Back of the plate;
The Cubs were his love,
And McGraw was his hate.
C is for Cobb,
Who grew spikes and not corn,
And made all the basemen
Wish they weren't born.
D is for Dean.
The grammatical Diz,
When they asked, Who's the tops?
Said correctly, I is.
E is for Evers,
His jaw in advance;
Never afraid
To tinker with Chance.
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F is for Fordham
And Frankie and Frisch;
I wish he were back
With the Giants, I wish.
G is for Gehrig
The pride of the Stadium
His record pure gold,
His c ourage, pure radium.
H is for Hornsby;

When pitching to Rog,
The pi tcher would pitch,
Then the pitcher would dodge.

[ is for Me,
Not a hard-sitting man,
But an outstanding all-time
Incurable fan.
J is for Johnson
The Big Train in his prime
Was so fast he could throw
Three strikes at a time.

K is for Keeler,
As fresh as green paint,
The fastest and mostest
To hit where they ain't.
L is Lajoie,
Whom Clevelanders love,
Napoleon himself,
With glue in his glove.
M is for Ma tty,
Who carried a charm
In the form of an extra
Brain in his arm.

N is for Newsom,
Bobo's favorite kin.
If you a~k how he's here,
He talked himself in.
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o is for

Ott
Of the restless right foot.
When he leaned on the pe llet,
The pellet stayed put.
P is for Plank
The ar m of the A's;
When he tangl ed with Matty
Games lasted for days.
Q is Don Quixote
Cornelius Mack;
Neither Yankees nor Years
Can halt his attack.
R is for Ruth.
To tell you the truth,
There's no more to be said,
Just R is for Ruth.
S is for Speaker,
Swift center-field tender;
When the ball saw him coming,
It yelled "I surrender."
T is for Terry,
The Giant from Memphis,
Whose 400 average
You can't overemphis.
D would be 'Dbbell
If Carl were a cockney;
We say Hubbell and baseball
Like football and Rockne.
V is for Vance,
The Dodgers' own Dazzy;
None of his rivals
Could throw as fast as he.
W, Wagner,
The bo",J c gg c- d h e a u t y ;

.

Short was dosed to all traffic
With Honus on duty.
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X is the first
Of two x's in F oxx,
Who was right behind Ruth
With his powerful soxx.
Y is for Young
The magnificent Cy;
People batted against him,
But I never knew why.
Z is for Zenith,
The summit of fame.
These men are up there,
These men are the game.
Ogden Nash carne to his calling from a rather varied
background. Born in Rye, New York, in 1902, he was raised in both
Rye, New York, and Savannah, Georgia. His father had a naval store
business and had originally been a North Carolinian. The family
commuted between the two cities where his father had his two
headquarters.
His mother came from a Lexington, Kentucky, family, the
Chenaults. The grandfather, Jason Chenault, had been a scholar and
professor of Latin and Greek. According to a conversation with Roy
Newquest, Ogden Nash reported that these "high principles" of
education had been passed on. He knew from his early years that he
was slated to go to a good boarding school. However, about the time
he would have started on that path, in a formal sense, his father's
business was struck by a number of government lawsuits and, as he
recalls it, "our lives were disrupted as the financial situation
changed." He did attend a small boys' boarding school outside of
Groton, Massachusetts. Not the Groton school, but one which would
presumably prepare him for Groton. He never actually went to the
Groton school. Instead, after one year at the small school, he was
brought home for tutoring by his mother. Apparently, his eyes were
ra ther weak and his mother became fearful for his health. She was,
according to his own account, a very erudite and well-read woman.
He a ttrlbutes his real education to the period of home tutoring.
Then, at about the age of fifteen, his family again
prospered and he was sent to St. George's School in Newport, Rhode
Island. H.e studied there for some three years. The study of Latin
and Enghsh repeatedly came up in biographical interviews and
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remembrances.
Nash says, at one point in his interview with
Newquest, "1 was lucky enough to encounter a few good masters who
were extremely stimulating, particularly in history, La tin and
English. I can't value Latin enough in view of what it has given me in
later life."
From st. George School he entered Harvard University
where he spent only one year. Once again, the family fortunes were
on a downswing. So he left college and set out on his own. He had a
number of jobs, including a year in the mailroom of Dillon Read and
Company on Wall Street. It was there working from four in the
afternoon until midnight that his latent interest in writing became
manifest. He had always been a jotter of notes and verse.
He then went to work for Doubleday at ninety dollars per
week. This was after two years of writing streetcar ads. His jottings
were now taking on a more serious bent and as he says of himself,
As I said, I'd written a great deal of verse
throughout my youth. I'd like to think of it as
poetry and it certainly is serious in conception
and execution. But sometimes I was writing
like Swinburne, sometimes like Browning, then
like Kipling then like Tennison, but I finally
realized that my imitations were not very
good, and I simply couldn't qualify as a serious
poet. There was a ludicrous aspect of what I
was trying to do. My emotional and naked
beauty stuff just didn't turn out as I intended.
So I began to poke a little fun at myself and
these attempts, turning them upside down and
accentuating the ludicrous side of which, at
first, had been attempts at serious poetry.
As a result of thiS, Nash submitted some of his work to
the New Yorker magazine. To his surprise, it was liked and accepted.
Wi th that acceptance and encouragement, he conti~ued to turn ~ut
addi tional verse until there was enough to assemble 1Oto a book which
was first pubtished in 1931 by Simon and Schuster.
That volume sold some forty thousand copies rather
quickly and he was launched on his literary life. However, about that
time the Depression hit, and he left Doubleday to do a three-month
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stint as a managing editor of the New Yorker magazine. As many of
you will recall, Harold Ross was the editor in chief at that time.
That stint at the New Yorker he describes as resulting from two
misconceptions by Harold Ross. One, that he wanted a managing
editor and secondly that Nash would be a good one. The job lasted
only ninety days. There followed a period of time when he went back
to a smaller publishing house in New York; he obtained a 11 terary
agent who sold a number of his verses to the Saturday Evening Post.
It was at the Saturday Evening Post that he began as a free-lance
writer because they contracted with him for twenty-six verses a year
at one hundred dollars each. At that time he was able to move his
family from New York to Baltimore and, as it turned out, remained a
free-lance writer thereafter. There was a brief and unhappy period
in Hollywood, but essentially he continued to write on a free-lance
basis and sell both through his books and magazine contributions.
Another category that is pervasive throughout his works
are his references to his family . To his wife, Frances, he writes:
Always Marry an April Girl
Praise the spells and bless the charms,
I found April in my arms.
April golden, April cloudy
Gracious, cruel, tender, rowdy;
Apr II soft inflowered languor,
April cold with sudden anger.
Ever changing, ever true - I love April, I Jove you.
And then again, on a slightly different note, but still with
the whimsy and delight of his family, a sentiment we aJl might have
pass. through o~r ~inds from time to time, entitled, and I might say in
passmg that hIs tItles are as much fun as his poetry. They have a
meaning and llfe all their own. This one is entitled
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Lines to be Embroidered on a Bib
or
The Child is Father of the Man,
But Not for Quite a While
So Thomas Edison
Never drank his medicine;
So Blackstone and Hoyule
Refuse cod-liver oil;
So Sir Thomas Malory
Never heard of a ealory;
So the Earl of Lennox
Murdered Rizzio without the aid of vitamins of
calisthenox;
So Socrates and Plato
A te dessert wi thout finishing their potato;
So spinach was too spinachy
For Leonardo da Vinaci;
Well, it's all immaterial,
So eat your ice cerial,
And if you want to name your own ration,
First go get a reputation.
Although he has a number of poems to his daughters
individually, perhaps the most quintessential one reflective of his
ideas and his love of family while retaining the humor and the whimsy
is:
Song to be Sung by the Father
of Infant Female Children
My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky;
Contrariwise, my blood runs cold
When little boys go by.
F or little boys as li ttle boys,
No special hate I carry,
But now and then they grow to men,
And when they do, they marry.
No matter how they tarry,
Eventually they marry.
And, swine among the pearls,
They marry little girls.
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Oh somewhere, somewhere, a n infant plays,
With parents who feed and cl othe him .
Their lips are sticky with pride and praise,
But I have begun to loathe him .
Yes, I loathe with a loathing shameless
This c hild who to me is na meless.
This bachelor chlld in his carri age
Give never a thought to mar riage,
But a person can hardly say kni fe
Before he will hunt him a wife .
I nev e r see an infa nt (male),
A sleeping in the sun,
WI tho ut I turn a tr ifle pale
And think is he the one?
Oh, first he'll want to crop his cur ls,
And then he'll want a pony,
And then he'll think of pretty girls
And holy matrimony.
He'll put away his pony,
And sigh for matrimony.
A cat without a mouse
Is he without a spouse.
Oh, somewhere he bubbles bubbles of milk,
And quietly sucks his thumbs.
His cheeks are roses painted on silk,
And his teeth are tucked in his gu ms.
But alas, the teeth will begin to grow,
And the bubbles will cease to bubble;
Given a score of years or so,
The roses will turn to stubble.
He'll sell a bond, or he'll write a book,
And his eyes will get that acquisitiv e look,
And raging and ravenous for the kil l,
He'll boldly ask for the hand of J ill.
This infant whose middle
Is diapered still
Will want to marry
My daughter Jill.
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Oh sweet be his slumber and moist his middle!
My dreams, I fear, are infanticidle.
A fig for embryo Lohengrins!
I'll open all of his safety pins,
I'll pepper his powder, and salt his bottle,
And give him readings from Aristotle.
Sand for his spinach 1111 gladly bring,
And tobasco sauce for his teething ring.
Then perhaps he'll struggle through fire and water
To marry somebody else's daughter.
It would be impossible to conclude anything on Ogden
Nash without referring to the numerous limericks, short poems, small
offerings that pervade his writing and have become so ingrained in
the language that we sometimes forget they are actually the work of
a very prolific and serious humorist. But time does not permit the
reading of vast repetoire and therefore, perhaps, one or two more
comments are on order about Mr. Nash personally. He is quoted in
referring to humor and his philosophy by saying
Right now we have had a school of writing,
mostly in fiction, which is the self-pity school.
I think we ought to be able to express sOme
kind exhuberance and jubilation over the good
things in life that are left to us. Even if it is
lighthearted mockery of the things that beset
or beseech us.
Also of Nash, S. J . Pearlman is quoted as saying:
Humor in its simplest form is the unexpected.
It is the sudden disruption of thought. The
conjoining of unlikely clements, it is the
nostalgic reference that please or delights
people.
One of the themes that is throughout Nash in biography,
interviews and his general works is a gentle Chiding and amusement
at the vicissitudes of life and the eccentricities of people. He never
has written, that I have been able to find, anything that is ei ther
cruel or sarcastic in a mean, denigrating way. All of his works have
taken the idiosyncratic behavior of people and put it in such a fashion
that it is gentle and yet intelligent.
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As I said at the beginning of the paper, I was initially
presented to Ogden Nash by the great amusement that my father
found in him. I was at that time an adolescent and I believe that the
first of his poems that I ever had read to me is the one with which I
would like to close. It is the essence of his view from having been
born in 1902, of proper parents and a proper upbringing; a more
gentile and gentle time as shown by his reference to Penrod and to
"Seven teen" and "The Gentlemen of Indiana"; he writes with the
humor that is instructive and effective and yet incisive.
Tarkington, Thou Should'st Be Living in This Hour

o

Adolescence, 0 Adolescence,
wince before thine incandescenr~.
Thy constitution young and hearty
Is too much for this aged party.
Thou standest with loafer-flattened feet
Where bras and funny papers meet.
When anxious elders swarm about
Crying "Where are you going?", thou answerest
"Out,"
Leaving thy parents swamped in debts
For bubble gum and cigarettes.

I

Thou spurnest no uncertain tone
The sirloin for the ice-cream cone;
Not milk, but cola, is thy potio n;
Thou wearest earrings in the ocean,
Blue jeans a t dinner, if out of shorts,
And lipstick on the tennis courts.
Forever thou whisperest, two by two,
Of who is madly in love with who.
The car thou needest every da y,
Let hub caps scatter where they may .
For it would start unfriendly talk
If friends should chance to see thee walk.
Friends! Heavens, how they corne and go!
Best pal today, tomorrow foe,
Since to distinguish thou dost fail
Twixt confidante and tattletale,
And blanchest to find the beach at noon
With sacred midnight secrets strewn.
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Stre wn! All is lost and nothing found.
Lord, now thou leavest things around!
Sweaters and rackets in the stable,
And purse upon the drugstore table,
And cameras rusting in the ra in,
And Daddy's patience down the drain.
Ah well, I must not carp and cavil,
I'll chew the spinach, spit out the gravel,
Remembering how my heart has leapt
A t times when me thou didst accept.
Still, I'd like to be present, I must confess,
When thine own adolescents a dolescence.

